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M-IDEALS IN BANACH SPACES

by

Roshdi KHALIL

ABSTRACT. Let X and Y be given Banach spaces, and
L(X,Y) be the space of bounded linear operators from X
into Y. Compact operators are denoted by K(X,Y). It is
shown that under certain conditions if K(X,Y) is an
M-ideal of L(X,Y), then Y is an M-ideal of Y**. Further
it is shown that if X and Yare reflexive and K(Y,Y)
is an M-ideal of L(Y,Y), then K(X,Y)** is isometric to
L(X,Y).

RESUMEN. Sean X y Y espacios de Banach y L(X,Y)
el espacio de operadores lineales acotados de X en Y.
El subespacio de operadores compactos se denota K(X,Y).
Se demuestra que bajo ciertas condiciones, si K(X,Y) es
un M-ideal de L(X,Y) entonces Y es un M-ideal de Y**.
Ademas, si X y Y son reflexivos y K(Y,Y) es un M-ideal
de L(Y,Y), entonces K(X,Y)** es isometrico a LeX,Y)·
Esto generaliza resultados analogos de A. Lima y P.
Harmand.

§o. ln t r'oduc c lon . Let X and Y be given Banach spaces. The
space of bounded linear operators from X into Y is denoted by
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L(X,Y). We let K(X,Y) be the compact elementsin L(X,Y). Lima,
[5J, showed that if K(X,X) is an M-ideal of L(X,X), then X is
an M-ideal in X**. In a subsequent paper, Harmandand Lima,
[4J, have shown that if X is reflexive and K(X,X) is an M-ide-
a1 of L(X,X), then K(X,X)** is isometric to L(X,X).

The object of this paper is to generalize the above men-
tioned results to L(X,Y). In section 2 we show that if the
pair (X,y) satisfies the so called E-property, and K(X,Y) is
an M-ideal of L(X,Y), then Y is an M-ideal of Y**. Further,
He show that if X and Yare reflexive, and K(Y,Y) is an M-ide-
al of L(Y,Y), then K(X,Y)** is isometric to L(X,Y). Some other
results are given. All Banach spaces are assumed to be real.

§1. Preliminaries on M-ideals. A closed subspace Jofa
Banach space X is called an L-J.>wrmmd of X if there exists a
closed subspace J' ~ X such that X = J~J' and for xl E J and
x2 e: J t one has /I "i +x)l = II Xlii +11x2". The subspace J is called

~ ~an M-ideaf of X if J is an L-summand of X*, where J =
{~E X*: ~(J) = oJ.

Another equivalent definition of M-ideals is given via
the intersection properties of balls: let B(x,r) =

Iv EX: II x-yll~ r}. Then ,J is an M-ideal of X if and only if
given any three balls B(a.,r.), i = 1,2,3, in X such that

1 1

3nB(a .,r.) 1- <P and
i=l 1 1

J n B( a . , r .) 1- <P,
1 1

i = 1,2,3,

then 3
J n (nB(a.,r.)) f. <p.

. 1 1 11=

We refer to [lJ and [6J for more on M -ideals in Banach spaces.
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§2. M-I dea 1s and compact operators. A pair of Banach
spaces (X,Y) is said to satisfy the E-pM peJt:ttj if for every
y lO::y~':~':,there exists a non-compact T lO::L(X,Y) and an x E: X~t:4t:

such that II Til~ 1, II xII~ 1 and T~b':(x) = y.
The pair (X,X) clearly satisfies the E-property, by

taking T = I = identity operator. However, since L(£P,£q) =

K(£P,£q), 1-$;q < P < 00, [7J, the pair (£p,£q) does not
satisfy the E-property.

THEOREM 2.1. Let X and Y be given Banac.h .6pa.c.e-osuch.

that the paiJr. (X,Y) .6ati.6Me-o the E-pftOpeJt:ttj. 16 K(X, y) i.6

an M-ideal 06 L(X,Y), then Y ~~ a.11 M-ideal 06 Y**,
Proof. By Lima [6], it is enough to prove that for every

y lO::y~':~':and Y1'Y2'Y3 in Y with [v] = 1 and Ily) ~ 1,and for
every E > 0, there exists z ~ Y such that

IIy+y .-zll -$;1+E ,
l

i = 1,2,3.

Thus, let E,y'Y1'Y2'Y3 be given as above. Since (X,y) satis-
fied the E-property, there exists a non-compact operator
T ~ L(X,y) with II Til~ 1 and an x e: X~'n':,"xii.$.1 such that
T**(x) = y. Choose x* lO::X*such that 1-E ~ x*(x) < 1. Define
the compact operators S. lO::K(X,y) :

- l

s. = x~':~ y. ,
l l

i = 1,2,3.

Since K(X,Y) is an M-ideal In L(X,Y), there exists U lO::K(X,Y)
such that

IIT+S.-ull ~ 1+E,
l

i = 1,2,3.
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Hence
II ( T+S U) """11 II T"""+S"""U······II- ~~#~ = #~#~ #~.~-#~#~

i i
~ 1+£,

for i = 1,2,3. Consequently

Since U is compact, then, [3,p.624], U**(x) = z € Y. Thus

~y+x*(x)y.-z~ ~ 1+£.
l

But 1-£ ~ x*(x) ~ 1. Hence

liY+y.-zll~ 1+2£"
l

This completes the proof of the theorem.

COROLLARY 2.2. 16 the paUL (X, y) -6a.ti.A Mu the E-pJtOp-

enty, and K(X,Y) ~ an M-~deaf 06 L(X,Y), then Y* ha-6the Ra-
don-N~Qodym p~openty.

Proof. This follows from [4, Theorem 2.6J and the"pre-
vious theorem. •

'"For the Banach spaces X and Y, let X 0 Y be the complete
projective tensor product of X with Y, [8J. Let Y* or X** have
the Radon-Nikodym property. Collins and Ruess, [2J, showed that
the map

v '"X** 0 Y* + K(X,Y)*

defined by
<V(cj»,T> =
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for every ep =
00

I x** 0 y~ in X** 3 Y*,
. 1 i 2
2=

is a quotient map .
Hence,

K(X,y)* ~ X** ~ Y*/N ,

where N = ker V. Consequently,

Q(N) = O}.

THEOREM 2.3. Let K(Y, Y) be an M-ideal 06 L(Y, Y).
Then L(X,Y) £ K(X.Y)** s L(X**,Y**).

Proof. It is enough to show that if T ~ L(X,Y) then
~ 4T** ~ (ker V) = N. Since K(Y,Y) is an M-ideal of L(Y,Y),

then, [4], there exists a net (Ta) in K(Y,Y) such that
(i) II Tall~ 1 for all a
(ii) II T;':(y;':)-y;':/1+ 0 for all y;':~ s«.a
(iii) II I-Ta" +1.

Now, let T ~ L(X,Y), and ep ~ ker V, with ep =
Clearly TaT E: K(X,y) and

00
\' ~':-J:
L x.i=l 2

By property (ii) of the net (Ta)and for <p e:: X~'::':~ s", we have

a = <T T,V(¢» + <T,V(ep»a a

=
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However, it is well know that L(X**,Y**) ~ (X** @ Y*) via the
trace functional. Consequently T** E N ~ (K(X,Y))**. This
completes the proof of the theorem. •

As a corollary to the previous theorem we get:

THEOREM 2.4. Le.:t X and Y

and K(Y,Y) be an M-~deal on L(Y,Y).
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, L(X,Y)

be neM'.exive Banach .6pac.e6

Then K(X,Y)** ~ L(X,Y).
~ K(X,Y)** ~ L(X**,Y**).

Since X~h·.= X, Y····,·*" .... = Y, the result follows.

THEOREM 2.5. Le:t K(X,Y~';)be an M-ideal. On K(X,Y~·;)~'n'·.
Then X and Y ~e nenlexive.

P~oof. The Banach spaces X* and Y* can be embedded iso-
metrically in K(X,Y*). But then the result follows from [4,
Corollary 3.7.]

;':
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